What makes Over-The-Horizon Solutions different?
While there are many facets to successful problem solving, the importance of perspective cannot be overstated. All too often, projects
miss the mark because they don’t properly define their problem up front or they create plans that look good on paper, but are not
implementable.
Our company was established to help its national security customers create and execute roadmaps in solving their toughest challenges.
To most effectively navigate a problem, we must see the whole picture. We do that by looking at issues and options from every vantage
point; changing our perspective to look beyond the current line of sight, see over-the-horizon (OTH) and anticipate implementation
challenges as we plot a path forward. We use our experience to design innovative solutions which account for all influencers that might
affect implementation (e.g. resource constraints, technical obstacles, political support, etc.). Our critical approach to problem-solving
ensures a results-oriented, sustainable plan tailored to each customer’s unique needs.

Performance Snapshots
Office of Infrastructure Protection
> Provided public policy, rulemaking and business process engineering
support for a chemical facility risk management program.
> Provided stakeholder engagement and technical writing services in
support of risk management programs for the private sector
Federal Emergency Management Agency – NIC & ORR
> Developed, socialized and fostered integration of evolving incident
management doctrine through technical assistance.
Federal Emergency Management Agency – NED
> Developed and delivered workforce training to enhance geospatial
integration with exercise design and execution.
Intelligence and Analysis Directorate
> Provided 24x7 operations center support to the Watch and Warning
Division.
Science and Technology Directorate
> Documented/analyzed technology requirements, coordinated
partnerships and executed proofs of concept.
> Performed strategic communications and technical assistance to
promote the adoption of new technology solutions.
Defense Intelligence Agency
> Provided PPBE and financial management services.
MWCOG
> Provided planning support to DC emergency management for the
2017 Presidential Inauguration.
> Provided planning support to DC’s Health Emergency Preparedness
and Response Administration.
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OTHSolutions Capabilities
> Public Policy/Doctrine
> Project Management
> Technology Integration
> Intelligence Analysis
> Training Management
> Strategic Communications
> Financial Management

Core Values
> People first
> Commitment to excellence
> Adaptability and forward-leaning
> Integrity in all that we do

